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Not a crazy to-do list is a very simple to-do list template for your PDA Hispter. It's perfect for all of us who are just drowning in the dos. LET'S FACE IT, we're all too much of a pre-trial. But the only reason it is so is because of the proliferation of performance tools that respond to our crazy by the likeness of
being productive. Driving this madness is a to-do list that, being limitless, is not limited in its ability to drive us crazy. It's time to stop the to-list madness. Give everything you have in the previous To-Do listing systems that you have - paper and/or electronic - and convert it into this new, improved, certified,
non-crazy system. Not a crazy To-do list (Via 43 Folders) Anyone who reads this is likely to know that working in a tech startup or scaling is as stressful as it is useful. Whether you're a founder, leader or employee, chances are that you'll juggle a ton of work and maybe even wear a few different hats. For
David Gourlet, a reputable French entrepreneur and engineer credited with being one of the pioneers of IP communications who created Perzo in 2012, the one bought by Symphony two years later, where he is now CEO, as founder, is reduced to five main pillars. Read: Here's How to Make Your Virtual
Encounters More Effective First of all, he says it's important that founders hold accountable to people who believe in them and help them turn their ideas into business. Accountability is definitely at the top of Gurle's mind, but during our interview he also mentions the need for founders to be inventive,
especially at the stage of ideas like thoughts and ideas to take on several iterations, and it's up to the founding team to run the process. Gurle also encourages those who work in the industry to be humble, which it defines as the need to recognize that you don't own the truth. Realistic optimism is also
important: You can't be a pessimist and an entrepreneur. It's just impossible, Gurl says, emphasizing how realized optimism is to face the reality that it exists, rather than adapting it to her soul. Perseverance, Gurl adds, is also part of the recipe for success. LEGO will help you disable being a founder, how
to be a professional athlete. You'll have to look deep inside yourself to understand what prevents you from being better than your competitor, he explains. Like professional athletes, the founders should strive to surround themselves with the right entourage and equipment, but it is also important to turn off
from time to time. How does Gourlet do it? He's building LEGO. Yes, you've read what's right. Anywhere Brick helps Gurle disconnect, keep perspective, and rethink his work and balance of life. The way you turn off obviously has to do with personal choice, choice, Gurle believes that it is important to
remind yourself that you are not only treated as a person who is the founder, you are also a person. The latest LEGO Gurle build is his way of disconnecting from the pressure when he is CEO. The foundation and management of the business often involves a lot of blood, sweat and tears - and it's not
uncommon for founders to see a company's failures as their own: Founders have a very fast tendency to associate themselves with their company, and if their company hesitates, they hesitate. It's super hard to separate these two worlds and maybe only through another activity that can take your mind
and focus it on something else. As both the founder and current CEO, Gurle can witness the struggle that comes from both positions. The founder is the soul of the company, and the CEO is the brain, and without each other they cannot function, he adds. What I take from my conversation with Gurle - and
what I think you should too - is a reminder that the founders are also human and while they should behave in a way that demands respect from their surroundings. Leading a team can sometimes be lonely and it is important to take your mind off things every now and then. So don't feel bad about splurging
on the LEGO set. How do I turn it off? Share your experiences with the Growth Quarters community. Published June 19, 2020 - 08:56 UTC It's been a few years since I had to travel very far on Thanksgiving - it's a beauty having my future in the laws so close - but I still vividly remember the stress of
traveling before and on Turkey Day. Fortunately, there are quite a few Thanksgiving travel hacks you can use to make sure you arrive at your destination still relatively sane. Growing up, I'd spend Thanksgiving with my father's family in Arizona. Usually my dad and my sister got into the car and drove
across the desert to be with them. But since college, I've been kind of on my own travel wise, which meant I had to book my own flights, get myself to the airport, and ride in the friendly skies solo or with my little sister. Needless to say, I've learned a few tricks when it comes to traveling to Thanksgiving.
Most of my travel hacks are just good to remember anytime you fly or drive anywhere - but they are also especially useful for Thanksgiving and holidays when many more people are traveling. My most important hack is more mental training than anything else: It's going to be a long, stressful day of travel
for you, but just remember that your family, friends, and all that glorious food is worth! As for my other tips? Check them out below.1. Book bundleMost of us, probably staying with family or friends Thanksgiving, but if your parents are all booked and you have to stay at the hotel, make it a package offer.
Booking a flight, a flight, and car hire through a company like Orbitz can save tons depending on when and where you go2. Travel for ThanksgivingYy (hopefully) already booked a flight some time ago, but if you don't, here's the idea. I know this may sound crazy, but flights for Thanksgiving can be up to
30 percent cheaper than usual, since most people would like to arrive a day or two earlier. But if you have a short flight or your family eats late, you can take an early flight and then stay on the weekend. The same goes for driving - most people have travelled the day before, so traffic should be more
manageable if you hit the road day. Leave very early, or very late, if you do not want to travel on Turkey day, you will need to get a very early or very late start. Literally millions of people will be driving or flying this Thanksgiving - so you'll want to plan your trip or flight over rush hour. Also, if you can get
either Tuesday and/or Wednesday, it will probably help keep your journey sane. I know that flying at 5am or start time sounds like the worst, but you'll be happy for a less busy airport and less traffic on the road, believe me.4 Try an alternative airport to fly out of your big, mega, international airport when
your destination is just a few states? Think again. Your research when it comes to small, municipal airports in your area before you book a flight. Most likely, they will be less crowded, even if you have to make a connecting flight on the way. Choose your itinerary For years, I have taken exactly the same
route to visit my family over the holidays and I know dating can be comforting during stressful holiday drives. But on a recent visit, I took a completely different route - and this may be the solution to my holiday traffic fears. Check several different routes in advance to see the average ride time and traffic
reports so you are not caught off guard.6. Skip basic food and gas hubs as easily as it seems to stop at large tourist malls or clusters of fast food joints, it can actually keep you, given all the other stops there too. Instead of a pit stop in a major city or intersection, find a small town or center along your route
to use the bathroom, snack, or fill. The lines are likely to be shorter, which means you can get back on the road faster. Pack a food strip at airports can be hard to find during holiday travel. Become everyone's best friend (and your own saver device) by packing a strip of food in your manual life. Such You
can charge all your devices, and make a few days of people a little brighter, too. Wearing a scarf Can't just scarf dress up most outfits, but it's also an incredibly versatile travel accessory. A good scarf can keep you warm on a cold flight, be used as a temporary pillow, cover up to cover up Travel your hair,
or hide the coffee stain you purchased during some turbulence.9. Apply for TSA Pre-Check statusIf you want a little leg up before you get to the airport, you can try applying for TSA Pre-check status. Basically, you get to go through an expedited safety line, and you don't have to take off your shoes and
light jacket, or take out your laptop or liquid out of your manual measure. Nice!10. Check in in advance, allow you to check in 24 hours before departure and you must check in as soon as possible. Some airlines, like Southwest, use your check-in time to determine your boarding order - and since
southwest doesn't schedule seats in advance, this could be the difference between the last seat on the plane, or the primo passage point up front. Registration in advance also allows you to skip check-in counters if you don't have any bags to check and head straight to safety, among other things.11. Wear
slippersIf you don't snag TSA Pre-Check status, you'll still have to take off your shoes - so make sure you wear the right one. There is nothing worse than standing behind someone who has decided it is a good idea to wear Converse that laces all the way up to their knees. Flip flops are a good option, but
I recommend slippers (not bedroom slippers - ones that look like actual shoes) since you can slip them on and off and they will keep you warm on your flight.12. Go left It's kind of weird, but it's only crazy if it doesn't work. For some reason, most people tend to gravitate to right or central when it comes to
lines, so choosing a left line on the airport check-in counter or security can mean a shorter line for you.13 Put a 3-1-1 bag and laptop forward Don't waste time digging through all your carry-on luggage in order to get a bag of approved liquids and your computer to check security - have them both forward.
Most hand luggage have two pockets on the outside of the bag, so place your liquid and laptop there for easy access. Once you get through security, you can store them in your bag. Airport food package is so expensive. In fact, most things at the airport are expensive, so make sure you pack a snack or
two. You can bring food in hand food, but there are some restrictions, so make sure you stick to the rules. And while you can't bring water through safety, you can bring an empty bottle to fill on the other side.15 Avoid salty foodsEating salty foods makes you drink, and, thirst makes you consume a lot of
fluids, and consume a lot of fluids... Well, you see where I'm going with that. So, You don't want to stop to use the toilet or get up from your seat every 20 minutes, choose less thirsty inspirational snacks. Images: Gifi (14) ; Imgur (1) (1) (1)
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